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Budget resolves Washington Island, disaster relief issues
 The two-year state budget signed 
into law July 3 by Governor Tony 
Evers includes both of the bipartisan 
disaster-assistance provisions sought 
by Wisconsin’s electric cooperatives.
 One provides $2 million in direct 
assistance to Washington Island Elec-
tric Cooperative ($1 million in each 
year of the state’s fiscal biennium) to 
defray costs of repairing and replacing 
its underwater power cable knocked 
out of service by recurring winter ice 
shoves. The other re-establishes elec-
tric co-ops’ eligibility to make direct 
application for aid from the Wisconsin 
Disaster Fund.
 The latter item restored a policy 
in place throughout the fund’s (WDF) 
history until an agency reinterpreta-
tion disqualified electric cooperatives, 
compelling them to seek assistance by 
applying through local governments 
whose jurisdictions don’t match co-

operative service areas.
 Early pledges of support from 
Republican lawmakers including State 
Rep. Joel Kitchens (Sturgeon Bay) and 
State Senators Andre` Jacque (De Pere) 
and Howard Marklein (Spring Green), 
helped pave the way for the provisions 
to be written into the Democratic 
governor’s original budget proposal 
and kept intact through months of 
legislative review.
 The results won praise from the 
Wisconsin Electric Cooperative As-
sociation (WECA), which issued a 
statement the same day saying “Rural 

energy consumers won’t be left to cope 
on their own when natural disasters 
strike,” thanks to the budget language.
 WECA President and CEO Steve 
Freese said the bipartisan effort 
“proves that in a time of political polar-
ization, people can still come together 
for the good of their communities.”
 In a letter to Evers the week before 
the veto message and bill-signing, 
Freese noted the importance of state 
disaster assistance for rural communi-
ties, “especially since many commu-
nities served by electric cooperatives 

Power plant rule published, lawsuits begin

 The Affordable Clean Energy rule was published Monday in The 
Federal Register, repealing and replacing the never-implemented Clean 
Power Plan and opening a 60-day window for legal challenges to the first 
federal regulation addressing carbon dioxide emissions on an individual 
generating-unit basis.
 Lawsuits aimed at overturning the rule were expected throughout its 
development, and the American Lung Association led the pack Monday, in 
litigation joined by the American Public Health Association. 
 Challengers have until September 6 to petition the U.S. Court of Ap-
peals for the District of Columbia Circuit for judicial review of the Environ-
mental Protection Agency’s (EPA) actions in undoing the Obama-era Clean 
Power Plan and replacing it with the new rule. The 2015 Clean Power Plan, 
its conformance with the limits of EPA authority under federal law called 
into question, was stayed by the U.S. Supreme Court and never took effect.
 Saying that by adopting the Affordable Clean Energy (ACE) rule the EPA 
“abdicates its legal duties” to protect public health, the Lung Association on 
Monday called climate change “a health emergency.”
 “From increased heat, more frequent and intense wildfires, extreme 
storms and floods to the increased formation of ozone pollution and the 
spread of water-borne and vector-borne diseases like Lyme Disease, climate 
change is already harming the health of people in the United States,” the or-
ganization said, charging the EPA with “continued efforts to roll back these 
[environmental] protections.”
 Meanwhile, entities that pushed back against the Clean Power Plan are 
less than fully satisfied with its replacement. The core legal vulnerability of 
the Obama rule was its focus on regulating outside the power plant fence 
line, and by confining itself to regulating the performance of individual 
emission sources, the ACE rule removes some flexibility—inter-unit and 
fleet-wide emissions trading, for instance—that was afforded by the Obama 
rule.
 The Edison Electric Institute and Duke Energy were among those cited 
as lamenting the ACE rule’s narrower unit-specific emission standards in 
a Tuesday Bloomberg Environment report, which nevertheless noted that 
Duke and other large coal-heavy utilities support the new rule.

Analysts put price 
on carbonless grid
 Converting the United States to 
a 100 percent renewable electric grid 
will require spending $4.5 trillion and 
approximately doubling the existing 
level of generation capacity to account 
for wind and solar energy’s intermit-
tent availability, the consulting firm 
Wood Mackenzie reports.
 The Scottish-based international 
energy and business consultants es-
timate it would be necessary to add 
about 1,600 gigawatts of new wind and 
solar generating capacity—the equiva-
lent of duplicating Wisconsin’s Point 
Beach nuclear plant approximately 
1,354 times—to supplant all U.S. fos-
sil-fueled generation. The entire U.S. 
grid currently has a capacity of about 
1,060 gigawatts, the report noted.
 In addition to the massive build-
out of new generation capacity, decar-
bonization would also demand about 
900 gigawatts of new storage capacity 
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Renewable generation passes coal

 U.S. electricity generation marked a milestone this spring when total 

monthly production from renewable energy sources exceeded that ob-

tained from coal, according to an Energy Information Administration (EIA) 

report at the end of June.

	 In	graphics	released	by	the	EIA	the	trend	lines,	albeit	fluctuating	through	
seasonal variations, can be seen converging since 2005 and crossing in 

April, when renewables provided 23 percent of generation compared with 

20 percent from coal. The agency’s numbers reveal the April crossover 

to be at least partially attributable to conventional hydro generation being 

the biggest renewable source and having a strong tendency to peak in the 

spring, with snowmelt swelling water supplies at generating stations.

 The trends also clearly show coal falling much faster than renewables 

have been rising. Monthly generation from coal, measured in millions of 

megawatt hours, peaked at about 190 in 2007 and has trended bumpily 

downward ever since. At coal’s 2007 peak, renewables were at about 30 

million megawatt hours monthly and were approaching 70 million in April.

 The lines are expected to swing back over the near term. On an an-

nualized average basis, the EIA forecasts coal providing more generation 

than renewables this year and next. Renewables are expected to surpass 

nuclear generation in 2020, the EIA said. The report, issued June 28, made 

no reference to the role of natural gas in coal’s decline.

Senate okays low-tech cyber program
 The U.S. Senate at the end of 
June set the stage for a two-year pilot 
program bringing together federal 
agencies and elements of the energy 
industry to develop uses of manual 
technology to isolate critical compo-
nents of the nation’s power grid against 
cyberattack.
 The bill, sponsored by Sens. An-
gus King (I-ME) and Jim Risch (R-ID), 
passed after being folded into the 
Fiscal Year 2020 National Defense Au-
thorization Act. A similar bill awaits 
action in the House of Representatives.
 As noted here in February, the pro-
posal is inspired by an apparent 2015 
Russian cyberattack on the Ukrainian 
grid, which denied power to about 
a quarter-million people but was 
resolved within a few hours, thanks 
in part to the Ukrainians’ reliance on 
manual control systems immune to 
cyber interference.
 The bill was previously intro-

PG&E	fire	risk	no	surprise,	newspaper	says
 Pacific Gas and Electric began performing “detailed” transmission infra-
structure inspections only after a wildfire caused by the failure of century-
old equipment last year destroyed the northern California town of Paradise 
and claimed 85 lives, The Wall Street Journal reported Thursday.
 Relying on documents obtained under the Freedom of Information Act, 
the Journal said the utility (PG&E) “knew for years” that much of its trans-
mission system was ripe to fail and trigger wildfires but put off upgrades, 
pursuing what it considered higher priorities.
 In a 2017 internal presentation, the Journal said, PG&E estimated the 
majority of its transmission towers had exceeded their 65-year life expectan-
cy and some of its steel towers were 108 years old. The line found to have 
sparked the fire that destroyed Paradise was built in 1921, the newspaper 
said. 

have average median income levels 
well below the state average.”
 “Like municipal electric utilities,” 
Freese wrote, “electric cooperatives 
operate on a not-for-profit basis.” 
Moreover, they serve “some of the most 
remote areas in the state and operate on 
far less revenue per mile of line than 
all other kinds of electric utilities.”
 The budget bill’s WDF language 
resolves an issue that had been a major 
focus of WECA lobbying efforts and 
agency negotiations since the fall of 
2017.

(equaling a further 761 Point Beach 
plants), “to ensure wind- and solar-
generated power is available exactly 
when consumers need it,” the Wood 
Mackenzie analysis said.
 “The scale of the challenge is 
unprecedented, requiring a complete 
redesign of the power sector,” the re-
port added. It estimated that the cost 
would amount to about $35,000 per 
U.S. household.
 The report is based on a six-month 
analysis of actual hourly wind and so-
lar generation patterns from all major 
U.S. power markets, Wood Mackenzie 
said. The report indicated that achiev-
ing a 50 percent renewable power 
supply from intermittent renewables 
system-wide is “relatively straightfor-
ward in most of the U.S.”
 However, once renewables are 
providing half the power supply, the 
challenges of increasing their share 
“accelerate rapidly,” the report said, 
adding that the grid’s ability to pro-
vide energy would need to be roughly 
doubled.

duced following that incident and 
received a hearing in 2016, but the 
recent Senate action is the first time 
it’s cleared either house.
 The Senate vote came two weeks 
after Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission (FERC) Chairman Neil 
Chatterjee testified before a House 
subcommittee that the nation’s critical 
infrastructure is “increasingly under 
attack by foreign adversaries,” raising 
the possibility of “devastating effects” 
on public health and safety and the 
economy.
 Since last year, Chatterjee noted, 
FERC has issued a new rule requiring 
regulated entities to report to reliabil-
ity agencies and the Department of 
Homeland Security not only success-
ful, but also attempted intrusions into 
critical systems.
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